Uncommon G Suite Uses & Tools for Student Greatness
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While you wait try: Mystery Animal, Smarty Pins, AutoDraw, Semantris, or Pacman!
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Google Search

- Custom Search Engine
- Search Cards
- Search Tips and Tricks
- Reverse Image Search
  - You mean it didn’t come from Google?
Keep

- Stickers!
- Feedback
- Research
- Voice Notes
- Capture Text
- Docs Integration
- Slides Integration
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Docs

➢ Templates
➢ URL Tricks
➢ Add-Ons
➢ Explore Tool
➢ Voice Typing
➢ Bookmarks and TOC
➢ Custom Shortcuts
➢ Version History
➢ Download As
  ○ PDF, ePub, & More!
➢ HyperDocs
➢ Comments
Slides

➢ Add-Ons
➢ Q & A
➢ Download As
  ○ PDF, Image, SVG, & More!
➢ Word Art/Backgrounds
  ○ Slides Carnival
➢ Custom Sizing/Newsletters
➢ Animation Movie
➢ Choose Your Own Adventure
➢ Interactive Notebook
➢ Instagram | SnapChat
➢ I Didn’t Know Slides Could Do That!
  ○ creativeedtech.weebly.com

➢ Google Teacher Tribe 1, 2
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Drive

➢ **Emojis!** (2)

➢ **Color Coding**

➢ **Files in Multiple Folders**

➢ **Add-Ons**
  ○ New > More > Get Add-Ons

Drawings

➢ Comics
➢ Image Annotation (2)
➢ Memes! (2)
➢ Infographics
➢ Magnetic Poetry
➢ TEI
➢ Interactive Posters (2)
  ○ With Video?!
Photos

➢ Google Teacher Tribe (59)
➢ Animations (.gifs) (video)
➢ Collages (video)
➢ Creating Videos (video)
➢ Photo Books
➢ 18 Things You May Not Have Known Google Photos Can Do
➢ Full Walk-Through
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Google Geo Tools

➢ Tour Builder
➢ My Maps
➢ Tour Creator
➢ Street View
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Google Experiments

➢ A.I.
➢ Android
➢ A.R.
➢ WebVR
➢ Chrome
➢ Voice
➢ Arts & Culture
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Design With Google

➢ Fonts
➢ Icons
➢ 3D Objects
➢ Google Design
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Applied Digital Skills

➢ https://applieddigitalskills.withgoogle.com/
➢ Teachers
➢ Students
➢ Curriculum

**Bonus**
➢ Interland - Be Internet Awesome
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Digital Breakouts 1.0

➢ Classic Digital Breakout Edu
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Resources

➢ Hipster Google: Tools You Probably Never Heard Of
➢ Google’s Hidden Treasures
➢ Hidden Google Goodness
➢ Control Alt Achieve
➢ Ditch That Textbook
➢ Shake Up Learning
➢ Google Teacher Tribe
➢ Cult of Pedagogy
➢ Teacher Tech (Alice Keeler)
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Evaluation
Bloopers
Google Easter Eggs

★ Link 1
★ Link 2
★ Link 3
The Cure to the No Internet Blues

★ T-Rex Can’t Reach the Internet...
Let Me Google That For You

Funny
Meaningful
How-To
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